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Eat Right 4 Your Type by Dr. Peter J. D'Adamo, with Catherine Whitney, is a detailed diet book

based on D'Adamo's groundbreaking research that links an individual's blood type to foods that

support overall health and wellness. The Blood Type Diet is not a cure-all for disease - there are

many factors, such as genetics and environment that play into the development of illnesses.

However, eating according to blood type can help people boost the body's natural immune systems

and metabolic functioning so that disease is less likely to occur and a healthy weight can be

achieved and maintained. Blood is vital to a person's well-being; a single drop contains the essential

blueprint of an individual's genetic code. In terms of identity, blood type is more relevant to diet than

race or ethnicity. There are four blood types: Type O, Type A, Type B, and Type AB. Please note:

This is a summary, analysis and review of the book and not the original book.
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Summary of Eat Right for Your Type by Dr. Peter J. DÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢Adamo by Instaread is a

comprehensive review and analysis of a diet book based on research that links an

individualÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s blood type to foods that support health and wellness. This brief review

addresses the main themes of the book; based on the authorÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s research, different

blood types react differently to different foods; gives an overview of the history and evolution of

blood types, with emphasis on the ABO blood groups, the most common, and offers advice on how

to choose the foods that are more compatible to a given blood type.After reading this review, you

should be curious about the book, and how it might be helpful to your efforts to live a more healthy



life. Each section is discussed in some detail, but the entire review can be read in less than 15

minutes. This is an excellent tool to help busy readers assess the potential worth of self-help books

and make an informed decision on purchasing.

"Eat Right for Your Type" by Dr. Peter J. D'Adamo, with Catherine Whitney, is a detailed diet book

based on D'Adamo's groundbreaking research that links an individual's blood type to foods that

support overall health and wellness. But this is a summary of that book, and instead reviews the

major points of Dr. D'Adamo's diet manifesto.Instaread distills the diet advice into 9 key takeaways

that are easy to understand and apply. This review of "Eat Right for Your Type," highlights why

blood health is vital, why we have four different blood types, and what lectins are. I really enjoyed

this condensed format of Dr. D'Adamo's book, it was much easier to read and follow. I didn't feel

lost in the medicine or the research, which is a big deal for books like this. I highly recommend!

What an interesting summary! "Eat Right 4 Your Type" discusses the four different blood types and

how they affect an individual's diet. The summary was well written, and I'm now interested in

reading the original book. The summary gives a brief overview on what the book is about and then

lists and analyzes nine key takeaways that highlight the main points of the original book. The

summary will take you less than half an hour to read, so it is great for those who are limited on time.

As an O I found it to be spot on and work very well.

This review was easy to understand and had great takeaways! I was given an advanced copy of this

title and found the review well written. Nice summary!

This book holds that your blood type is an indicator of your body's nutritional needs. Eating correctly

for your type is the best way to stay thin, strong, and healthy. It identifies the four types as O, A, B,

and AB, but makes no distinction between positive and negative variations (O+, O-, etc).The key

points disc are:1- Your immune system function when when your blood is healthy.2- Blood types

developed out of human survival needs.3- Eating incorrectly for your type adversely impacts your

health and your immune system.4- Some foods support immunity in one type and diminish it in

others.5- Different blood types respond differently to stress.6- Blood types, like astrological signs,

are linked to certain personality types.7- Some foods can prevent disease in some blood types.8-

Different blood types are more prone to some diseases than others.9- People should embark on the



Blood Type Diet gradually, giving themselves time to adjust.It covers some interesting points, and

this guide is more than enough to tell you if the system will be something you will be interested in

following. It does an excellent job of covering the theories and conclusions presented in the main

text. Highly recommend.I received an advanced readers copy of this book.
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